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Abstract. We present a new dynamic technique for locating a point in a convex planar subdivision 
whose n vertices lie on a fixed set of N horizontal lines. The supported update operations are 
insertion/deletion of vertices and edges, and (horizontal) translation of vertices. Our method 
achieves query time 0( log n + log N ), space O( N + n log N 1. and insertion/deletion time 
O(log n log IV). Hence, for N = O(n), the query time is Otlog n 1, which is optimal. The proposed 
technique, based on the trapezoid method, provides an efficient solution to many significant 
applications where the most frequent operation is the point location query, while updates are 
more rarely executed. 
The location of a point in a planar subdivision is formulate as follows. Given 
a planar subdivision c-% with n vertices, determine to which region of $33 a query 
point 9 belongs. If the query point 4 is on some vertex/edge of 3, then that 
vertex/edge is reported. 
Most of the past research on planar point 1 ation [2-4,‘?-9, 12, 14, 151 concerns 
the static case, where the subdivision is Exe and queries have to be answered 
on-line. Recently, however, increasing &tf:nti has been devoted to dynamic point 
location. Overmars [l l] proposed a technique for the case where the n vertices of 
5% lie on a fixed set of N horizontal lines, the boundary of each region has a bounded 
amortized time at the expense 
achieves O(n) space, 
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l f only insertions are considered, the update time is reduced to 0( log’ n) [ IO, 
pp. 135-1431. The authors [ 13,163 have recently presented afully dynamic technique 
e case of monotone subdivisions based on the chain-method [S], with the 
following performance: the data structure uses s ace e(n); the query time is 
O(log’ n ); the times for insertion/deletion are 0( fog .VE ! for a vertex and O(log’ n i- k) 
for a chain with k edges, all worst-case. 
In this paper we present a new dynamic point location technique for the case of 
convex subdivkions whose vertices lie on a fixed set of A/ horizontal lines, as in 
Overmars’ method. The supported update operations are insertion/deletion of 
vertices and edges, and (horizontal) translation of vertices. Our method achieves 
query time O( log n + log N), space 0( N + n log IV), and insertion/deletion time 
O(log n log /V). The query time O(1og n + log IV), rather than O(log n log IV), rep- 
resents the most significant improvement over Overmars’ method; we shall explicitly 
comment in Section 5 on the mechanisms that afford this amelioration. Notice that, 
whenever M = O(n), the query time is 0( log n), which is optimal. In addition to its 
good theoretical performance, our technique is also easy to implement and very 
efficient in practice. It is based on the trapezoid method of Preparata [121, which 
has been experimentally shown to be one of the fastest point location methods 
among those with asymptotically optima1 query time [3]. Our technique is best 
suited for the many significant applications where the most frequent operation is 
the point location query, while updates are more rarely executed. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally state the 
problem. Section 3 describes the geometric foundations of the technique. Sections 
4 and 5 present he dynamic data structure and the query algorithm. The update 
algorithms are discussed in Sections 6 and 7. 
2. Preliminaries 
A monotone polygon is a polygon r such that its boundary is partitionable into 
two monotone chains yl and y?, called the left chain and right chain of r, respectively. 
Chains yI and y2 share two vertices, referred to as HIGH(r) and LOW(r), respec- 
tively, with y( HIGH( r)) > y(LOW( r)). A convex polygon is a monotone polygon Y 
such that, for any two vertices u and v of r, the segment (u, v) lies entirely inside r. 
A planar subdivisron 9 is a partition of the plane into polygons, called the regions 
of 3. A monotone subdivision is a planar subdivision whose regions are monotone 
polygons. Monotone subdivisions form an important class of planar subdivisions, 
since they include convex subdivisions, whose regions are convex polygons, and 
triangulations, whose regions are triangles. 
Let L={l,,, I,, . . . , I,} be a set of horizontal lines, in this order from bottom to 
top. The lines of 6, partition the plane into horizontal strips, called elementary slabs, 
two of which are (the bottom and top) half- lanes. A slab is either an elementary 
slab or the union of two contiguous slabs. We consider a convex subdivision 9 
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Fig. 1. Example of convex subdithion with vertices oc, the set i of hettzont~tl lines. 
whose n vertices are on the lines of L (see Fig. 1). Tlnis irn~!ks tk.at all finite edges 
of 3 occur in the plane strip between ![I prod !,-,, e.~?d that all infinite edges are 
horizontal rays. 
The following update operations on 3 are defined: 
INSERTPOINT( U, e; e,, e,): Split the edge e = (u, w) into two edges e, = (u, v) 
and e2 = (v, w), by inserting vertex v, which lies on some line of L. 
REMOVEPOINT( v, e,, ez; e): Let v be a vertex of degree 2 whose incident edges, 
e, =(u, v) and eZ= (v, w), are on the same straight line. Remove v and replace eI 
and e, with edge e = (u, w). 
INSERTSEGMENT( e, vl , v2, r; rl, r?): Add the edge e = (v, , v,), with y( v,) s 
y( v?), to B inside region r of 9, whrcil is cl.ecomposeci mto regions rt and rZ, with 
rl and r2, respectively, to the left and to the right of e, directed from v1 to vZ. 
REMOVESEGMENT( e, vl , v2, rr , r2 ; r): Remove edge e and merge the regions 
r, and r2 formerly on the two sides of e into region r. (The operation is allowed 
only if the subdivision B’ so obtained is convex.) 
MOVEPOINT( v; x): Horizontally translate a vertex v from its present location 
to abscissa X. (The operation is allowed only if the subdivision 9’ so obtained is 
convex and topologically equivalent to 3.) 
The following theorem demonstrates the adequacy of the above repertory. 
Theorem 2.1. An arbitrary convex subdivision 24 with n vertices can be assembled 
starting from the empty subdivision, and disassembled to obtain the empty subdivision, 
by a sequence of O(n) operations from the above repertory. 
Proof. It suffices to constructively demonstrate the assembly of 9, since its disas- 
sembly is obtainabIe by replacing each operation with its inverse and by reversing 
their order. Given regions r, and r2 in $3, r, is said to be left-adjacent to r2 ( rl +Z r2) 
if their boundaries share an edge e, and r, and r2 are respectively to the left and to 
the right of e. (If r, and r, share a horizontal edge, then r, < rZ if rl is below e.) 
Clearly, relation < is acyclic. Consider an order ( r, , r2, . . . , r/.) of the regions of 9 
which is consistent with “4’. We build 3 by adding its regions one Y one-3 according 
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invariant as regards the region to the rig 
of each executed operation complete 
o,,, . The comments about t 
Let r be a convex olygon r is said to be Lmppotte 
e such that any her taI line intersecting r intersects also e, 
edge (LOW(r), HP e Fig. 3a). Polygon Y is said to be ~-s~~~~Ps~M.z! if it has 
convex subdivision is said t 
regions are 1 -supported (respectively 2-supported ).
An important property of 6-supportedness (i = 1,2) is expressed by the fd 
straightforward lemma. 
e 
LOW (r) LOW (r) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) A l-supported polygon. (b) A Z-supported polygon. 
Lemma 2.2. Let convex polygon r be cut by a horizontal line into two convex polygons 
r, and r, . We have: 
(i) if r is 1 -supported, then both rl and rz are 1 -supported; 
(ii) if r is Z-supported, then at least one of r, and r2 is 
Ln the description of the data structure for dynamic point location we will assume 
that the subdivision 9 ported. As show in the following, this is not 
restrictive. Let .92* be the subdivision obtained fro 
which is not l-supported the edge from EOW( r) to 
have degenerate regions of measure zero.) Clearly ti” is 1 
to a point location query in .9?* can be i iately converted to 2-f 
Regarding updates, we have the following. 
. For each updat 
most four operations which 
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osf. Consider operation INSERTSEGMENT( e, ul , v2, r; rl , r2) performed on 9. 
The sequence of operations in %* is as follows (see Fig. 4): 
(1) insert edge s! = (LOW(r,), HIGH( r,)); 
(2) insert edge s2 = (LOW( r2), HIGH( r2)); 
(3) remove edge s = (LOW(r), HIGH(r)), unless s = s1 or s = s2; 
(4) insert edge e. 
(We assume that an insertion is not performed if the edge to be inserted already 
exists.) Similar arguments hold for operations REMOVESEGMENT. 
Regarding operation INSERTPOINT(u, e; el, 2 , e ) let rl and r2 be the regions to 
the left and right of e, respectively. The sequence of operations in B* is as follows: 
(1) insert -hike 0; 
(2) insert edge s1 = (LOW(Q), HIGHk,)); 
(3) insert edge s2 = (LOW( rz), HIGH(Q)). 
HIGH (z) HIGH @)-HIGH(q) 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 4. Example for the proof of Lemma 2.3. (a) Opera‘ion INSERTSEGMENT on 
operations on .d*. 
8. (b) Sequence of 
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Again, the case of operation REMOVEPOINT is similar. 
Finally, operation MOVEPOINT does not affect the supportedness of 
of 99, so that no further operation is required in 9?*. 0 
3. Trapezoids 
Throughout this section we denote by 9 a 2-s pported convex subdivision whose 
n vertices are on the lines of L. We show that the rrapezuid method for point location 
[ 121 can be modified to perform efficiently updates on 9% 
The trapezoid method is based on a recursive decomposition of the subdivision 
59 into components, called trapezoids. A trapezoid 7 is a convex subdivision whose 
external boundary is a quadrilateral with two (not necessarily bounded) horizontal 
sides, which belong to the lines of L. We denote the four sides of T by LE 
RIGHT(T), BOT( ), r and TOP( 7). Let BOT(7) be on line &, dnd TC;P(T) on /,. The 
median line of r, denoted MEDIAN(T), is the line 2, with k = I( i+j)/ZJ. The 
subdivision Z% is the trapezoid with BOT(B) = lo, TOP(S) = IN, and having 
LEFT(%) and RIGHT(a) at infinity. 
A spanning edge of trapezoid T is an edge of 7 with endpoints on the top and 
bottom sides of 7. A spanning edge s partitions trapezoid 7 into two trapezoids, 
denoted TV and rR, with s = RIGHT( I,) = LEFT(Q). This is called a vertical cub 
(see Fig. 5a). If trapezoid 7 does not have spanning edges, we decompose it by 
means of a horizontal line through its median line, and obtain trapezoids 78 and 
TV, with MEDIAN( 7) = TOP( TB) = BOT( 7~). This is called a horizontal cut (see Fig. 
^___ --a 5b). A trapezoid can always be decomposed unless it is ernpiy. ‘S’e Q~>UPLIC that a 
vertical cut takes precedence over a horizontal cut, SO that the decomposition process 
Fig. 5. (a) Example of vertical cut. (h) Example <af horizontal cut. 
is uniquely determined to within the specification of the sequence of consecutive 
vea-tittcal u is of the same trapezoid. 
The above decomposition recess can be conveniently represented by means of 
a string notation. Namely, a vertical cut can be by the transformation 
ere s is the spanning edge; and a h by the transformation 
where I is the median line of T. Finally, an empty trapezoid r is 
eliminated using the transformation T + E, where E is the null string. Hence, the 
~~~~osit~o~ of a tr zoid 7 can be viekxd as a s ence of rewritin 
using one ofthe above rules. In 9: nd to nontermi 
symbols (variables), while spanning edges and lines correspond to terminal symbols. 
The initial stri g is the nontermi--W symbol T. The final string is a sequence of 
spanning edges, lines, and pare -s. jrQ_Dr -’ .smple, the recursive decomposition 
of the trapezoid shown in Fig. o . 
at the parentheses h;9ve been introduc d in the horizontal decomposition 
to eliminate ambiguities in the parsing of such strings. 
The canonical ekcompo~ition of a trapezoid T with spanning edges is defined by 
(see Fig. 7) 
where 
(i) each 7i, i= 1,. . . , k - 1, is a nonempty trapezoid without spanning edges, 
Fig. 6. Recursive decomposition of a trapezoid. 
=I =2 O3 
Fig. 7. Canonical decomposition of a trapezoid. 
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(ii) each of TV) and zk either is empty or is a nonempty trapezoid without spanning 
edges, and 
(iii) each ai, j = 1, . . . , k, is a maximal sequence of spanning edges that delimit 
empty trapezoids. 
The point location data structure consists of a ntak component and of an auxiliar)r 
component. The main component is a binary tree 3(9), called trapmid tree, which 
represents the recursive decomposition of the subdivision 3. 
(a) W (Cl 
Fig. 8. Nodes of a trapezoid tree: (a) O-node; (b) O-node; (c) F-node. 
The nodes of the trapezoid tree Y(B) are of three types (see Fig. 8): 
(1) V-node: each such node is associated with a nonempty trapezoid 
partitioned by a horizontal cut; it stores the line MEDIAN(r). 
(2) O-node: each such node is associated with a nonempty trapezoid 
r which is 
7 which is 
partitioned by vertical cuts; it stores a maximal sequence u of spanning edges in 
the canonical decomposition of T, represented by a balanced tree. 
(3) E-node: each such node is associated with an empty trapezoid, and is a leaf 
of the trapezoid tree. 
In addition, each node p stores an integer weight(p), which denotes the number 
of vertices in the interior of the trapezoid associated with p. 
Each node of the trapezoid tree is uniquely associated with a trapezoid, so that 
we will sometimes use the same name for a node of the tree and for the associated 
trapezoid. 
The trapezoid tree 5( 7) for a nonempty trapezoid T is recursively defined as 
follows (see Fig. 9): 
(I) If 7 has no spanning edges, the root of Y(7) k a V-node, and the left and 
right subtrees of y(r) are trapezoid trees for TV and Tr, respectively. Such tree is 
referred to as a V-tree. 
(2) Otherwise (T has spanning edges), we consider the canonical decomposition 
of 7, ?()a, Tl(T2 . . . CkTk, and define T(7) as a binary tree with leaves T(), q, . . . , 7k 
and internal nodes q, . . . , (+,, (the choice of the root will be specific 
T(T) is called the decomposition tree of T. The ith leaf of T(T) is 
trapezoid Tia For the special case when i = 0 or i = k and 7; is empty, leaf i is a 
s-node, and has couventional unit weight. The ith in 1 mde of T, den0 
is an O-node and stores the sequence ai of s 
the trq~zoid formed by the concatenatbn of the empty trapezoids defined by the 
spanning edges in q ; these trapezoids are the leaves o inary search tree appended 
to p-tp (secondary data structures). ach node of T(r) Bso ecfuipped with pointers 
prtd and succ, which form a d bly-rinked List e nodes of 7;~) in their 
left-to-right order. Finally, the trapezoid tree T(T) is obtained by replacing each 
leaf q of T(a) with the trapezoid tree 3( 
e above de~~~t~on indicates that the in balancing the trapezoid 
tree is ofiered by the selection of an orga on for the O-nodes q, . . . , q of the 
decomposition tree T(T), since none of its leaves-either E-nodes or T-nodes-can 
be kvolved in a rotation. Therefore, if one wishes to balance the t 
seems appropriate to choose a inary tree organization for the O-nodes 
access to leaves associat d with “deeper” G-trees. The natural ca 
function is the “biased binary tree” [I], defined as follows. 
iased binary tree is a dynamic binary search tree used to represent a sorted 
ist of weighted items. Specifically, the itb item in the sorted list 
represented by the ith leaf of the tree. Let w =I 
items in the tree. Some important properties of bias 
to this work, are: 
(1) the depth of the ith leaf is at most lo&u./ w,) -t 2; 
ic operations such as insertion/deletio of an item, change of weight 
d split/splice of biased trees, can be perfo 
the splice operation, IV is the total weight of the trees t 
e realization 0:’ T(c) as a biased search tree ( e list TV, . . . , Q and the 
ezoid tree 
(and will be referred to) as a _frogmerdr of edge e, since it corresponds to a ter 
the decomposition of e as effected by the standard segment 
. It is well known that the number of frag 
The space requirement of ihe trapezoid tree S( 28 ) is 
et the order of a C-node be the number of -nodes on the path from p 
to the root of S(&), includin ecause of the med 
e order of p is at most log IV. Also, for any p s lo 
of order p because each such node corresponds to a t 
ence, the total number of C-nodes in S(&) is at most ~1 log N. 
since each edge is decomposed into at most 2 log N - 1 fragments, th 
1 space requirement for the O-nodes and their sequences of span 
n log IV). Finally, we can charge at most two r-nodes to each 
the total space for the trapezoid tree .F( 9) is O( tr log N ). 0 
‘rheorem 4.2. 77re depth of the trapezoid tree 5( ti ) is 0( lo 
roof. Without significant loss of generality, assume that N is a power of 2. Let 
height(r) be the number of elementary slabs spanned by a trapezoid T. Clearly, 
height(T) s IV. We show that for a V-node of 9( 9) with associated trapezcid 7, the 
depth of Y( 7) is at most log weight( 7) + 3 log height( 7) + 1. ( For simplicity of nota- 
tion, we assume that log 0 = 1.) The proof is by induction on height( 7). The base 
of the induction, heighti 7) = 2, is immediate; indeed weight(T) = I and :Y( 7) has 
depth 2, for its left and right subtrees consist each of an O-node a,:d t;t*o r-nodes. 
For the inductive step, define u’ = weight( 7) and h = height( 7). Consider the deeper 
of the two subtrees of r, say, the one associated with trapezoid rlS. Let T, be a 
leaf of the decomposition tree T( TV), and define w, = weight( r, ) nf 11, = ireigN 7,). 
Since T(r& is a biased binary tree, leaf 7, has depth bounde by log( wl M’,) + 2. 
By the inductive hypothesis, the depth of the trapezoid tree T(T,) is at most 
log wi + 3 log 11; + 1. Hence, the total depth of the trapezoid tree 5’7 T) is at most 
(log(w/w;)+2)+1+(log w;+3logh,+l). 
ince h, = h/2, this is exactly log w -I- 3 iog h + 1. The theorem follows for h = Iv and 
w=n. Cl 
The auxiliary component of the data st 
for each vertex, region, and edge of 9. 
of v and its coordinates. The reco 
the records of vertices LO 
trees, Ichain( r) and rchain( r), 
right chain of r in bottom-to-to 
of e. pointers to the records of t 
and pointers lface(e) and rface( 
Ichain such that rl and r2 are the regions on the left and right sides of e, 
~~esp:&vely. Clearly, the dictionary takes O(n) space. The dynamic maintenance 
of the dictionary in the various update operations can be easily performed in O(log n? 
time, and will not be further described. 
The query algorithm is essentially the same as m the static case [ 121. It consist 
of tracing a path in 9(a). The actions taken at the current node IJ~ are as follows: 
(I) If p is an E-node, we stop. 
(2) Ifp is a V-node, we discriminate the query point q with respect o the median 
line MEDIAN(r) of the trapezoid 7 associated with CL. We proceed to the left or 
right child of yt depending upon whether q is below or above MEDIAN(r). (If q 
is on MEDIAN(r) we proceed to the left child.) 
(3) If p is an o-node, we discriminate q with respect o the sequence of spanning 
edges associated with p, o(p) = s1 . . . sp. If q lies to the left of edge sl, we set sR := s1 
and proceed to the left child of p. If q lies to the right of s,,, we set sL:= s,, and 
proceed to the right child of p. If q lies between two edges of (T(P), say si and s,+~, 
we set sL := Si and sR := s;+,  and stop. 
The region r reported is the one which lies or, the right side of edge sL and on the 
left side Of edge sR. 
The time spent is 0( 1) for the intermediate nodes on the search path, and O(log n) 
for the last node. The final computation of r from sL and sR can be done by accessing 
the rersresentativzs of sL and SR ill the trees lchain(r) and rchain(r) pointed by 
rface(sL) and lface( sR), and walking up $0 the root of such trees. which takes O( log n) 
time. Since the height of tree Y(B) L .,g,r .C 16 3 ithmic, we conclude as follows. 
Theorem 5.1. ‘T;he complexity of a point hation query is 0( log n + log N). 
l?erxrark 5.2. Notice that in our method each edge of the subdivision is fragmented 
exactly as in Overmars’ method [Ill. The latter involves a succession of searches 
in sequences of edges (spanning edges); in this recess, however, no use is made 
of the information provided by the completed searches to reduce the scope of the 
remaining searches. In our method, instead, spanning edges are crucially used to 
identify a succession of nested trapezoids of decreasing weights containing the query 
point. This feature is responsible for the significant improvement in query time. We 
next show that this is not achieved at the expense of an increase in update times. 
. Insertion of edges 
First, we consider operation INSERTSEG ENT(e, v,, v2, r; rE9 v_>. Theinsertion 
is described by means of a recurskve procedure, called on the root of 
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Y( 9). The actions of the recursive procedure, depending on the type of the current 
node pL, are as follows. 
(I) If p is an O-node associated with the string U(P) = S, . . . sr, we locate e in 
U(P)* 
(1.1) If e is to the left of sl, we recursively call the procedrlre on the feft child 
of j.&. 
(1.2) If e is to the right of sP, we recursively call the procedure on the ri 
of @. 
(1.3) Otherwise, e lies between two edges of a(p), say s, and S, + i. In this case, 
we insert e into o(p) between si and sd+ l 9 corresponding to the string transformation 
S1 . . . SjSi+l . . . Sp + S* . . . SjeSi+ 1 . . . Sp. 
ivote that this case can only occur when e spans the slab of U(P ), for, in the interior 
of the corresrpnding region o!I :ine 12lane, there are no verticzes of ti. 
(2) If I’ -3 a E-node, we know that it is either the leftmost or rightmost leaf of a 
dec-.mPosition iree. In the former case, edge e is added to the left of the sequence 
of spanning edges of the O-node next(F) immediately following p. In the latter 
case, edge e is added to the right of the sequence of ,pannirlg edges of the O-node 
pred( y ) immediately preceding p. 
(3) If p is a V-node associated with trapezoid 7, we determine first whether e 
spans T or not. 
(3.1) If e does not span 7, then if LOW(e) is below MEDIAN(T) we recursively 
call the procedure on the left child of p, and if HIGH(e) is above MEDIAN(r) 
we recursively call the procedure on the right child of p. (Note: when the procedure 
is called on both children of g, the edge is split into two fragments.) 
(3.2) If e spans 7, we determine the leftmost and rightmost regions of 7, i.e., the 
region i’i tc the rig. ht of edge LEFT(r,: and the region TR to the left of RIGHT(T). 
Such regions can be computed by observing that LEFT(r) is the last spanning edge 
in the sequence o(pred(&, and RIGHT(I) is the first spanning edge in the sequence 
a(next(p)). We have three further subcases: 
(3.2.1) If r= rL, i.e., edge e is to the left of each vertex of 7, then edge e is added 
to the right of the sequence of spanning edges of the O-node pred(p) immediately 
preceding p, and no further action is required. (If pred( cc) = nil, a new O-node and 
a new e-node are created, and the decomposition tree containing leaf p is reb& 
anced.) This case corresponds to the syntactic transformation T --) e7. 
(3.2.2) If r= rR, i.e., e is to the right of each vertex of 7, then edge e is added 
to the left of the sequence of spanning edges of the O-node next(p) immediately 
following p, and no further action is required. (If next(p) = nil, a new O-node and 
a new E-node are created, and the decomposition tree containing leaf p is rebal- 
anced.) This case corresponds to the syntactic transformation T + Te, and is symmetric 
to Case (3.2.1). 
(3.2.3) If rf rL and vf rR, we have that e lies inside T, which will cause a more 
substantial update of the data et,:c.ture (see Fig. 10). In fact, while 7 was formerly 
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It is easily realize 
occurs. (In all other cases, the visit 
e spent at each node o 
trail, target excluded, is O(1). 
e intersection of r with the sEa 
p for which one of the Cases (L3), (2), or (3.2) occurs. 
is &supported, so that Case (32.3) can occur again for at most one of the two paths. 
Since at each successive occurrence the height of the current rapezoid is at least 
is special event can ocexr at most O( log N) times in t e allocation subtree 
Finally, each recursive call involves the restructuring specified in the description 
of Case (3.2.31, which takes O(log n) time. This shows that the visit of the allocation 
subtree containing the special target is completed i time O(log fl log N ). 
We summarize the preceding discussion as follows: 
(i) The total time spent at the nodes of the path from the root to the fork and 
odes of the left and right spines is O!,log n + lo,:: NJ. 
(ii) The total time spent in traversing each allocation trail is 
time O(log tl log IV). 
(iii) The time spent for processing each subtree c ntaining a nonspecial tar 
node is O(log rz), for a totai time 
nt for proces g the subtree containin 
therefore conclude the following. 
strong constraint o 2-su 
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&, which guarantees that at most one segment fragment (the one reaching the special 
talget) is further subdivided into a number of subsegments at most logarithmic in 
N, before being restored to its original length as specified by the string restructuring 
given for Case (3.2.3). 
7. Other update operations 
The algorithm for operation REMOVESEGM NT( e, ul , 02, r, , rz ; r) is entirely 
analogous to the one for the INSERTSEGMENT operation, and for brevity we 
omit its description. 
Theorem 7.1. 711e con2plexit), of operation REMOVESEGMENT( e, v,, v2, r, , I--,; r) 
is O(log n log N). 
We consider now operation INSERTPOINT( u, e; er , e?). The algorithm corisists 
3; two phases. The first phase is performed by a recursive procedure consisting of 
the following steps. 
Step 1: Using the query algorithm, we search for a node ~1 of the trapezoid tree 
such that v lies in the trapezoid 7 of p, and e ic; a spanning edge of a(p) = s, , . . . , s,,, 
i.e., 4 = si for some !. 
Step 2: We perform some restructurings at node c1_ (to be specified later), which 
correspond to inserting u onto line MEDIAN(T). 
Step ? We recursively call the procedure if v does not belong to line MEDIAN( 7). 
The restructurings performed in Step 2 depend on the position of edge e in the 
sequence a(p). We distinguish four cases: 
(1) If e = Si is a nonextreme e!ement gf the sequence a( CL), i.e. i f 1, pT the 
restructuring is expressed by the string transformaticg 
S;-1eSi+l+ Si_,(e)Z(e)Si+, . 
Omitting the details, node I_C is replaced in the decomposition tree by nodes I_c~, p’, 
and I_c?, where pl and pZ are O-nodes with sequences CT(~~) =sl,. . . , s;_, am! 
u(P2)=si+l, l - l 9 sp, and p’ is a V-node. In turn, p’ is the root of an elementary 
decomposition tree, whose left and right subtrees consist each of an O-node (whose 
edge sequence is t e single element e) and of two E-nodes. 
(2) If e = sI is the leftmost element of c( p ) and p 3 2, the restructuring is expressed 
by the string transformation 
Let p’ = pred(p). Node p’ is associated with trapezoid 7’ = (Q( 77) to the left of 
e. Edge e is in--. l.Jbrred into the left and right children of p’ as in the algorithm for 
E 
(3) If e = sr is the rightmost element of U(P ) and p Z= 2, the restructuring js 
expressed by the string transformation 
This case is symmetric to Case (2) above. 
(4) If 4 = sl = sr is the unique element of o( p ), the restructuring is expressed by 
the string transformation 
This restructuring merges the two trapezoids associated with the G-nodes ~1~ = 
pred(p) and pz = next(p) into a unique trapezoid, represented by a new node $. 
The tasks to be performed are analogous to the ones for Case (3.23) of the edge 
insertion algorithm, and their description is therefore omitted. 
The task is completed if u lies on MEDIAN(T). Other wise, if v is below 
MEDIAN(r) we recursively call the procedure on the left subtree of pL, while if t’ 
is above MEDIAN we recursively call the procedure on the right subtree of p’ 
(Step 3). 
A detailed time complexity analysis of the first phase can be conducted in a rather 
straightforward manner using techniques imilar ?o the ones presented in the preced- 
ing section. In summary, the recursion depth of the first phase is, in the worst case. 
O(log N). Step 1 is executed in tiime O(log n + log N), while Step 2 takes time 
O(log I?) in all cases. Hence, the first phase takes tune O(log II log N). 
The second phase rebalances the decomposition trees embedded in 9(9) for 
which the weight of some leaf has increased by one. There are at most O(log N) 
such decomposition trees, so that the second phase also takes time OIlog n log N ). 
We therefore conclude the following. 
Theorem 7.2. 77re complexit,, of operation I NSERTPOI YT( tl, e; e, , e-,) is 
O(!og n log N). 
The algorithm for loperation REMOVEPOINT( v, e, , a,; e) is similar to the one 
for operation INSERTPOINT, and we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.3. 711e complexity of operation REMOVEPOINT( v, e, , e3; e) is 
O(log n log N). 
Finally, as regards operation MOVEPOINT( o; x), we observe that it does not 
affect the trapezoid tree. Hence, it can b-z simply carried out by updating the 
dictionary in time O(lag n). 
In conclusion, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.4. Let 9 be a convex subdivision whose n vertices lie on a Jixed set L of 
N horizontal lines. There exists a dynamic point location dara structure for g with 
space 0( IV + n log N) and query time O(log n + log N), which allows for insertionlde- 
letion of vertices and edges in time O(log n Isg N ), al! time bounds being worst-case. 
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